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(Cantonese or Mandarin); optional subtitles in
traditional Chinese or simplified Chinese. All
regions; NTSC; full screen. 6 DVD, 30 episodes.
CHI70986 US$31.50(CA$45.00)

ADULTS/MULTIMEDIA/ACTION,
ADVENTURE:

我們的天空 : 2 DVD
Wo men de tian kong (2 DVD)
by Yang Yu
S. San Francisco : 2014.
Medical drama, originally broadcast in Hong Kong
as a TV series by TVB in 2014. In Chinese
(Cantonese or Mandarin); optional subtitles in
traditional Chinese or simplified Chinese. All
regions; NTSC; full screen. 2 DVD, 12 episodes.
CHI70987 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

衝鋒戰警 ﹕ DVD
Chong feng zhan jing (DVD)
by Dahua Ren
Xianggang : 2014.
The Constable is a Hong Kong action crime film
written, produced and directed by Dennis Law and
starring Simon Yam. Dialog in Cantonese,
Mandarin. Subtitles in English, Traditional
Chinese, Simplified Chinese. Region ALL.
ISBN: 4897048060921
CHI68494 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

寒山潛龍 : 6 DVD
Han shan qian long (6 DVD)
by Guoming Ma
S. San Francisco : 2014.
Historical drama, originally broadcast in Hong
Kong. In Chinese (Cantonese or Mandarin);
optional subtitles in traditional Chinese or
English. All regions; NTSC; full screen. 6 DVD,
30 episodes.
CHI70988 US$31.50(CA$45.00)

導火線﹕DVD
Dao huo xian (DVD)
by Zidan Zhen
Xianggang : 2014.
A detective is about to close in on a gang of
three brothers that are wreaking havoc in the
streets. Time is of the essence as the witnesses
start dying off one by one, and his partner is
next on the list! Dialog in Cantonese, Mandarin.
Subtitles in English, Traditional Chinese,
Simplified Chinese. Region ALL.
CHI71201 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

忠奸人 : 6 DVD
Zhong jian ren (6 DVD)
by Jin`an Guo
S. San Francisco : 2014.
Hong Kong TV series about social justice. In
Chinese (Cantonese or Mandarin); optional
subtitles in traditional Chinese or English. All
regions; NTSC; full screen. 6 DVD, 30 episodes.
CHI70989 US$31.50(CA$45.00)

ADULTS/MULTIMEDIA/COMEDY:
黃子華楝篤笑: 洗燥 3 DVD
Huang Zihua dong du xiao: Xi zao (3 DVD)
by Zihua Huang
Xianggang : 2014.
Watch one of Hong Kong's stand-up masters at
work as he delves into the year's weird,
hilarious and weirdly hilarious topics! Dialog
in Cantonese. Region ALL.
ISBN: 4895050886669
CHI71196 US$42.00(CA$60.00)

載得有情人: 4 DVD
Zai de you qing ren (4 DVD)
by Yaoxiang Li
S. San Francisco : 2014.
Hong Kong TV series. In Chinese (Cantonese);
optional subtitles in traditional Chinese or
English. All regions; NTSC; full screen. 4 DVD,
20 episodes.
CHI70990 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

ADULTS/MULTIMEDIA/DRAMA:
大藥坊 : 6 DVD
Da yao fang (6 DVD)
by Jiaxin Zhong
S. San Francisco : 2014.
Medical drama, originally broadcast in Hong Kong
as a TV series by TVB in 2014. In Chinese
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Lung reenacts the famous kung fu sequences seen
in a number of his Shaw Brothers movies while
Gigi Leung plays opposite Eric Tsang, who plays
the admirer who saves her life. Dialog in
Mandarin, English. Subtitle in English. Region
1.
ISBN: 031398207016
CHI70186 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

ADULTS/MULTIMEDIA/FEATURE FILM:
The grandmaster = 一代宗師 : DVD
The grandmaster = Yi dai zong shi (DVD)
by Chaowei Liang
US : 2014.
Directed by acclaimed filmmaker Wong Kar Wai,
THE GRANDMASTER is an epic action feature
inspired by the life and times of the legendary
Kung FU master, Ip Man who mentored Bruce Lee.
The story spans the tumultuous Republican era
that followed the fall of China's last dynasty,
a time of chaos, division and war that was also
the golden age of Chinese martial arts. Filmed
in a range of stunning locations that include
the snow-swept landscapes of Northeast China and
the subtropical South, THE GRANDMASTER features
virtuoso performances by some of the greatest
stars of contemporary Asian cinema, including
Tony Leung and Ziyi Zhang. Dialog in Mandarin,
English with subtitles in English, Spanish.
Region 1.
CHI66138 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

Revenge of the green dragons = 青龍復仇 : DVD
Revenge of the green dragons (DVD)
by Kaiwen Wu
U.S. : 2015.
Set in 1980s New York City based on real events.
Two immigrant brothers join the Green Dragons
gang. They quickly rise up the ranks and become
notorious in the community, drawing the
attention of the NYPD's Detective Bloom. But
when an ill-fated love affair pits one of the
brothers against the gang's leader, he sets out
for revenge on the group. Dialog in Mandarin,
English. Subtitle in English. Region 1.
ISBN: 031398209386
CHI70187 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

衝鋒戰警 ﹕ DVD
Chong feng zhan jing (DVD)
by Dahua Ren
Xianggang : 2014.
The Constable is a Hong Kong action crime film
written, produced and directed by Dennis Law and
starring Simon Yam. Dialog in Cantonese,
Mandarin. Subtitles in English, Traditional
Chinese, Simplified Chinese. Region ALL.
ISBN: 4897048060921
CHI68494 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

绣春刀 = Brotherhood of blades ：DVD
Xiu chun dao = Brotherhood of blades (DVD)
by Zhen Zhang
Beijing : 2015.
Set in the final years of the Ming Dynasty,
Brotherhood of Blades stars Zhang Zhen, Wang
Qianyun and Ethan Li as three members of the
secret military police tasked by the emperor to
hunt down the powerful eunuch who runs another
branch of the secret imperial police. However,
the three men's loyalties are sorely tested when
one of them makes a choice that would embroil
them into a dangerous conspiracy. Nominated for
five Golden Horse Awards – including Best Actor
– Brotherhood of Blades is one of the most
critically acclaimed Chinese films of 2014.
Dialog in Mandarin with subtitle in English.
NTSC format. Regionn ALL.
CHI71145 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

Seven warriors = 忠義群英 : DVD
Seven warriors = Zhong yi qun ying (DVD)
by Chaowei Liang
U.S. : 2014.
Chinese villagers recruit seven brave mercenary
warriors to defend against evil invaders beset
on stealing and destroying everything in the
city. Dialog in Mandarin with subtitles in
English. Region 1.
ISBN: 812491015094
CHI69206 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

我的美丽王国 : DVD
Wo de mei i wang guo (DVD)
by Dongcheng Wang
Beijing : 2014.
This DVD tells the story of Ruo Tong, a
hardworking and innocent girl trying to make her
way through the glitzy and dizzying world of
modeling. She meets PR executive Kai Wen at a
car show, and after spending some time with her,
Kai Wen becomes attracted to her earnestness.

7 assassins = 光輝歲月 : DVD
7 assassins = Guang hui sui yue (DVD)
by Zhiwei Zeng
U.S. : 2014.
The story revolves around a group of forgotten
heroes in the Qing Dynasty. Famed action star Ti
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However, he feels deeply conflicted because he
is already in a relationship with another model.
Complicating things further is rich kid Peng
Hai, who also falls for Ruo Tong's innocent
personality. Dialog in Mandarin with subtitle in
Simplified Chinese. NTSC format. Region ALL.
CHI71146 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

February 2015

simply determined by how much money is sitting
in his bank account. Dialog in Cantonese,
Mandarin. Subtitles in English, Traditional
Chinese, Simplified Chinese. Region ALL.
CHI71198 US$28.00(CA$40.00)
盂蘭神功﹕DVD
Yu lan shen gong (DVD)l
by Jiahui Zhang
Xianggang : 2014.
This is a supernatural tale deeply rooted in
traditional lore and culture, with Cheung
starring in the lead role himself as an
unfortunate man plagued by ghosts after taking
on the running of an opera troupe. Dialog in
Cantonese, Mandarin. Subtitles in English,
Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, Malay.
Region ALL.
CHI71199 US$35.00(CA$50.00)

曉之春﹕DVD
Xiao zhi chun (DVD)
by Chuanyi Wang
Taibei : 2014.
Zhang Xiao Juan is a kind and considerate
science teacher at a private high school who has
a past she'd rather not talk about. On top of
dealing with problems in her family life and her
relationship with math teacher Li You Ping, Xiao
Juan suddenly finds herself having to contend
with the aggressive behavior of Lu Jia Ling, an
exchange student whose father is the new
president of the school. Jia Ling seems to
indiscriminately pick fights with boys and girls
alike, have a cavalier attitude towards sex and
engage in self-harm. Can Xiao Juan get through
to her and discover the root of her behavior?
Dialog in Mandarin with subtitle in Traditional
Chinese. NTSC format. Region ALL.
ISBN: 4715320170932
CHI71149 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

澀青298-03 : DVD
Se qing 298-03 (DVD)
by Qizhi Liao
Xianggang : 2014.
Directed by Hong Kong entertainment industry
journeyman Tony Leung Hung Wah and starring a
group of fresh-faced young actors, Probation
Order is a drama that revolves around a few
individuals who frequent or work at apm café.
Dialog in Cantonese. Subtitles in English,
Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese. Region
ALL.
CHI71200 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

四大名捕 I - III 全集 : 3 DVD
Si da ming bu 1-3 quan ji (3 DVD)
by Zhongji Zheng
Xianggang : 2014.
Based on the renowned novels by Wen Ruian,
Gordon Chan's epic wuxia/fantasy trilogy The
Four stars Deng Chao, Crystal Liu Yifei, Ronald
Cheng and Collin Chou as the titular quartet of
legendary constables. Combining a classic story
with star power and Hollywood-style special
effects, Chan has crafted a series of thrilling
films that reinterprets the wuxia genre for the
21st century. This box set contains all three
movies from the trilogy. Dialog in Cantonese,
Mandarin. Subtitles in English, Traditional
Chinese, Simplified Chinese. Region ALL.
ISBN: 4895033784623
CHI71197 US$63.00(CA$90.00)

導火線﹕DVD
Dao huo xian (DVD)
by Zidan Zhen
Xianggang : 2014.
A detective is about to close in on a gang of
three brothers that are wreaking havoc in the
streets. Time is of the essence as the witnesses
start dying off one by one, and his partner is
next on the list! Dialog in Cantonese, Mandarin.
Subtitles in English, Traditional Chinese,
Simplified Chinese. Region ALL.
CHI71201 US$21.00(CA$30.00)
青春鬥 : DVD
Qing chun dou (DVD)
by Litao Qiu
Xianggang : 2015.
This is a youthful romantic comedy with extra
kick! Used to a freewheeling lifestyle, spoilt
rich girl Chi Cheng reels when she's sent by her
father to a boarding school that specializes in

男人唔可以窮﹕DVD
Nan ren wu ke yi qiong (DVD)
by Zongze Huang
Xianggang : 2014.
This is an affecting tale about one man's
journey to discover that a person's wealth isn't
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physical education and forced to maintain a
disciplined lifestyle. After meeting Wen An, the
handsome captain of the school wushu team, Chi
Cheng decides to try her hand at martial arts.
She has no idea how much the sport would change
her life. Dialog in Cantonese, Mandarin.
Subtitles in English, Traditional Chinese,
Simplified Chinese. Region ALL.
CHI71202 US$35.00(CA$50.00)
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CHI71145 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

ADULTS/MULTIMEDIA/HORROR:
盂蘭神功﹕DVD
Yu lan shen gong (DVD)l
by Jiahui Zhang
Xianggang : 2014.
This is a supernatural tale deeply rooted in
traditional lore and culture, with Cheung
starring in the lead role himself as an
unfortunate man plagued by ghosts after taking
on the running of an opera troupe. Dialog in
Cantonese, Mandarin. Subtitles in English,
Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, Malay.
Region ALL.
CHI71199 US$35.00(CA$50.00)

As the light goes out = 救火英雄 : DVD
As the light goes out = Jiu huo ying xiong
(DVD)
by Tingfeng Xie
Beijing : 2014.
It's Christmas Eve in Hong Kong, and while the
residents prepare to celebrate, a dedicated band
of brothers - the firefighters of Pillar Point
Division (Nicholas Tse, Shawn Yue, Andy On) are
dispatched to a warehouse fire. What they find
there first plunges the city into darkness, then
threatens a far worse fate for them all. When
every move could mean sudden death, the bonds
between the men are tested, and dangerous truths
uncovered. Will they be able to trust each other
enough to make it through the night, saving
themselves and the city they ve sworn to
protect? Dialog in Cantonese with subtitle in
English. NTSC format. Region 1.
ISBN: 812491015667
CHI71204 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

ADULTS/MULTIMEDIA/KUNG-FU:
The grandmaster = 一代宗師 : DVD
The grandmaster = Yi dai zong shi (DVD)
by Chaowei Liang
US : 2014.
Directed by acclaimed filmmaker Wong Kar Wai,
THE GRANDMASTER is an epic action feature
inspired by the life and times of the legendary
Kung FU master, Ip Man who mentored Bruce Lee.
The story spans the tumultuous Republican era
that followed the fall of China's last dynasty,
a time of chaos, division and war that was also
the golden age of Chinese martial arts. Filmed
in a range of stunning locations that include
the snow-swept landscapes of Northeast China and
the subtropical South, THE GRANDMASTER features
virtuoso performances by some of the greatest
stars of contemporary Asian cinema, including
Tony Leung and Ziyi Zhang. Dialog in Mandarin,
English with subtitles in English, Spanish.
Region 1.
CHI66138 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

ADULTS/MULTIMEDIA/HISTORICAL:
绣春刀 = Brotherhood of blades ：DVD
Xiu chun dao = Brotherhood of blades (DVD)
by Zhen Zhang
Beijing : 2015.
Set in the final years of the Ming Dynasty,
Brotherhood of Blades stars Zhang Zhen, Wang
Qianyun and Ethan Li as three members of the
secret military police tasked by the emperor to
hunt down the powerful eunuch who runs another
branch of the secret imperial police. However,
the three men's loyalties are sorely tested when
one of them makes a choice that would embroil
them into a dangerous conspiracy. Nominated for
five Golden Horse Awards – including Best Actor
– Brotherhood of Blades is one of the most
critically acclaimed Chinese films of 2014.
Dialog in Mandarin with subtitle in English.
NTSC format. Regionn ALL.

四大名捕 I - III 全集 : 3 DVD
Si da ming bu 1-3 quan ji (3 DVD)
by Zhongji Zheng
Xianggang : 2014.
Based on the renowned novels by Wen Ruian,
Gordon Chan's epic wuxia/fantasy trilogy The
Four stars Deng Chao, Crystal Liu Yifei, Ronald
Cheng and Collin Chou as the titular quartet of
legendary constables. Combining a classic story
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with star power and Hollywood-style special
effects, Chan has crafted a series of thrilling
films that reinterprets the wuxia genre for the
21st century. This box set contains all three
movies from the trilogy. Dialog in Cantonese,
Mandarin. Subtitles in English, Traditional
Chinese, Simplified Chinese. Region ALL.
ISBN: 4895033784623
CHI71197 US$63.00(CA$90.00)

February 2015

TV series 'Karma rider', 20 episodes/4 disc,
dialogue in Mandarin & Cantonese with English &
Chinese subtitles.
CHI67756 US$21.00(CA$30.00)
七級公務員﹕5 DVD
Qi ji gong wu yuan (5 DVD)
by Yuan Zhu
Singapore : 2013.
Romantic comedy about a spy couple who hides
their true identity from each other and at the
same time illustrates about the love, friendship
and internal department conflicts between the
new generation of national intelligence agents.
In the drama, while hiding their true identities
from each other, the couple fall in love with
each other.Dialog in Korean/Mandarin. Subtitles
in Traditional Chinese/English. 20 episodes on 5
DVD. Region ALL.
CHI68492 US$56.00(CA$80.00)

ADULTS/MULTIMEDIA/TELEVISION
SERIES:
神探高倫布 = Bullet Brain : 5 DVD
Shen tan Gao Lunbu = Bullet Brain (5 DVD)
by Yaoxiang Li
South San Francisco, CA : 2013.
This sci-fi fantasy mystery set in 1960s Hong
Kong stars Wayne Lai as a simple police
constable who suddenly gets superhuman brain
capabilities after being shot in the head,
turning him into the brilliant Detective Colombo
Ko. Produced by the team that brought you Rosy
Business, No Regrets and The Last Steep Ascent,
Bullet Brain is unlike typical detective series
in that the story focuses on human nature and
love instead of just crime solving. 25 episodes
on 5 DVDs. Dialog in Cantonese. Subtitles in
English, Traditional Chinese. Region 1.
CHI66980 US$35.00(CA$50.00)

愛情急整室 : 5 DVD
Ai qing ji zhen shi (5 DVD)
by Xiaodong Chen
Taibei : 2014.
This TV drama is set against the popular
backdrop of the medical beauty industry in
Taiwan. Audiences are reassured to find a myriad
of humor, triangle love drama and celebrity
cameos in this rom-com dealing with one's inner
beauty. Dialog in Mandarin. Subtitle in
Traditional Chinese. 20 episodes on 5 DVDs.
Region ALL.
ISBN: 4715320310727
CHI68765 US$42.00(CA$60.00)

情逆三世緣 : 6 DVD 共31集
Qing ni san shi yuan (6 DVD)
by Zhenhua Ouyang
Hong Kong : 2013.
TV series 'Always and ever', 31 episodes/6 disc,
dialogue in Mandarin & Cantonese with English &
Chinese subtitles.
CHI67751 US$31.50(CA$45.00)

舌劍上的公堂 : 5 DVD
She jian shang de gong tang (5 DVD)
by Jin'an Guo
South San Francisco, CA : 2014.
A court drama produced by TVB in 2013. Dialog in
Cantonese, Mandarin. Subtitles in Traditional
Chinese, English. 25 episodes on 5 DVD. Region
ALL.
CHI69178 US$35.00(CA$50.00)

好心作怪 : 6 DVD 共30集
Hao xin zuo guai (6 DVD)
by Qiaowei Miao
Hong Kong : 2013.
TV series 'A change of heart', 30 episodes/6
disc, dialogue in Mandarin & Cantonese with
English & Chinese subtitles.
CHI67754 US$31.50(CA$45.00)

蘭陵王﹕12 DVD
Lanling wang (12 DVD)
by Shaofeng Feng
Taibei : 2014.
Hailed for his battlefield prowess during a
tumultuous era of war, Lanling Wang was also
famous for his handsome looks, such that he
always covered his face with a gruesome mask in
battle. The drama follows Lanling Wang's heroic

師父﹐明白了 : 共20集
Shi fu, ming bai le (4 DVD)
by Haoran Huang
Hong Kong : 2013.
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exploits leading the Northern Qi army in war
against the Northern Zhou and his star-crossed
love with a willful priestess. Dialog in
Mandarin. Subtitle in Traditional Chinese. 46
episodes on 12 DVDs. NTSC format. Region ALL.
ISBN: 4715320310673
CHI69195 US$98.00(CA$140.00)

February 2015

漂亮男人 : 3 DVD
Piao liang nan ren (3 DVD)
by Geun-Suk Jang
Shengyang : 2014.
Dokgo Ma-Te is the most beautiful man in the
world. He is also an ambitious man and wants to
make a lot money using his beautiful appearance.
Dokgo Ma-Te meets Hong Yoo-Ra, the ex-daughterin-law of a rich family. Hong Yoo-Ra recognizes
Dokgo Ma-Te's ambitions and becomes his mentor.
Hong Yoo-Ra then gives Dokgo Ma-Te a mission to
seduce 10 different women. The women have all
succeeded in different fields and Dokgo Ma-Te is
to glean their special abilities. A strange
woman then appears in front of Dokgo Ma-Te. Her
name is Kim Bo-Tong, an ordinary girl from poor
background. She has a huge crush on Dokgo Ma-Te
and help him, the much she can . Can she make
Dokgo Ma-Te love her? Dialog in Korean,
Mandarin. Subtitles in Traditional Chinese,
English, Korean. Region ALL.
CHI69238 US$49.00(CA$70.00)

孔子﹕9 DVD
Kongzi (9 DVD)
by Wenxuan Zhao
Taibei : 2014.
A TV drama retelling the life of Confucius. 35
episodes on 9 DVDs. Dialog in Mandarin with
subtitle in Traditional Chinese. NTSC format.
Region ALL.
ISBN: 4715320310789
CHI69196 US$63.00(CA$90.00)
刺蝟男孩﹕6 DVD
Ci wei nan hai (6 DVD)
by Yiqi He
Taibei : 2014.
Inspired by a true story, this 20-episode idol
drama takes a positive look on the issue of
juvenile rehabilitation. The drama, which was
shot in a prison facility in Taiwan, took three
years to prepare and seven months to film.
Dialog in Mandarin. Subtitle in Traditional
Chinese. 20 episodes on 6 DVD. NTSC format.
Region ALL.
ISBN: 4710837078085
CHI69197 US$84.00(CA$120.00)

继承者：5 DVD
Ji cheng zhe (5 DVD)
by Minghao Li
Singapore : 2014.
Set at an elite high school attended by nextgeneration corporate heirs, SBS's star-studded
youth drama The Inheritors revolves around the
lives and love of the young and rich, and the
hardworking heroine who stumbles into this world
she doesn't belong. Dialog in Korean, Mandarin.
Subtitles in English, Traditional Chinese. 20
episodes in 5 DVDs. Region ALL.
CHI69625 US$70.00(CA$100.00)

聽見你的聲音 : 4 DVD
Ting jian ni de sheng yin (4 DVD)
by Bo-young Lee
Singapore : 2014.
Following his breakout turn in School 2013, Lee
Jong Suk plays a high school student who can
read minds in the hit SBS drama I Can Hear Your
Voice. Hero Park Soo Ha acquired this special
power as a child when he watched his father get
murdered. Lee Bo Young stars as apathetic public
defender Jang Hye Sung, who braved great danger
to save Soo Ha and testify as a witness for his
father's case when she was a teenager. Dialog in
Mandarin, Korean. Subtitles in Traditional
Chinese, English. 18 episodes in 4 DVDs. Region
ALL.
CHI69237 US$56.00(CA$80.00)

守業者 : 6 DVD
Shou ye zhe (6 DVD)
by Junwei Ma
S. San Francisco, CA : 2014.
Dialog in Mandarin & Cantonese, subtitles in
English & Chinese, 32 episodes in 6 DVDs, Region
ALL.
CHI70108 US$31.50(CA$45.00)
叛徒 : 5 DVD
Pan tu (5 DVD)
by Zhanpeng Chen
S. San Francisco, CA : 2014.
Dialog in Cantonese, subtitles in English &
Chinese, 25 episodes in 5 DVDs, Region ALL.
CHI70109 US$26.60(CA$38.00)
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爱我请留言 : 4 DVD
Ai wo qing liu yan (4 DVD)
by Haoran Huang
S. San Francisco, CA : 2014.
Dialog in Cantonese, subtitles in English &
Chinese, 20 episodes in 4 DVDs, Region ALL.
CHI70110 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

This drama is about the hardship of a group of
male doctors in obstetrics and gynecology.
Dialog in Mandarin with subtitle in Simplified
Chinese. 40 episodes on 8 DVDs. NTSC format.
Region ALL.
ISBN: 9787798998979
CHI70204 US$84.00(CA$120.00)

刀客家族的女人：9 DVD
Dao ke jia zu de nu ren (9 DVD)
by Liya Tong
Beijing : 2014.
Dialog in Mandarin with subtitle in Simplified
Chinese. 44 episodes on 9 DVDs. NTSC format.
Region ALL.
CHI70145 US$63.00(CA$90.00)

食来孕转 : 7 DVD
Shi lai yun zhuan (7 DVD)
by Tao Liu
Guangzhou : 2014.
As a Dink family office lady, family star Tao
faces the dilema of "baby choice". Dialog in
Mandarin with subtitle in Simplified Chinese. 33
episodes on 7 DVDs. NTSC format. Region ALL.
ISBN: 9787884356591
CHI70205 US$56.00(CA$80.00)

我在北京挺好的 : 6 DVD
Wo zai Beijing ting hao de (6 DVD)
by Qianhua Wang
China : 2014.
Dialog in Mandarin with subtitle in Simplified
Chinese. 37 episodes on 6 DVDs. NTSC format.
Region ALL.
CHI70148 US$42.00(CA$60.00)

春之戀﹕6 DVD
Chun zhi lian (6 DVD)
by Daoying Xu
Taibei : 2014.
Spring Waltz is the fourth and final installment
of Yoon Suk Ho's season drama series. The first
drama was Autumn Tale, followed by Winter Sonata
and Summer Scent. Dialog in Korean, Mandarin.
Subtitle in Traditional Chinese. 20 episodes on
3 DVDs. Region code on the cover is 3 but
actually it is ALL.
ISBN: 4714304847754
CHI70360 US$56.00(CA$80.00)

步步驚情 : 7 DVD
Bu bu jing qing (7 DVD)
by Qilong Wu
Taibei : 2014.
Scarlet Heart 2, the sequel to the hit fantasy
period drama Startling by Each Step, moves the
setting from the Qing Dynasty to a giant
conglomerate in the modern-day world. What
remains the same: lies, conspiracies and a
romance that stands the test of time. Dialog in
Mandarin with subtitle in Simplified Chinese. 35
episodes on 7 DVDs. NTSC format. Region ALL.
ISBN: 4715320310833
CHI70149 US$84.00(CA$120.00)

戀愛操作團; 大鼻子情聖 : 4 DVD
Lian ai cao zuo tuan : Da bi zi qing sheng (4
DVD)
by Zhonghe Li
Kuala Lumpur : 2014.
Dating Agency: Cyrano is based on the hit 2011
movie about a dating agency that devises
elaborate scenarios to help their clients win
over their romantic interest. Dialog in Korean,
Mandarin. Subtitles in English, Traditional
Chinese, Malay. Region ALL.
CHI70368 US$70.00(CA$100.00)

最美的时光 : 8 DVD
Zui mei de shi guang (8 DVD)
by Junning Zhang
Shenyang : 2014.
Dialog in Mandarin with subtitle in Simplified
Chinese. 40 episodes on 8 DVDs. NTSC format.
Region ALL.
ISBN: 9787883783657
CHI70151 US$56.00(CA$80.00)

良醫 : 5 DVD
Liang yi (5 DVD)
by Yuan Zhu
Hong Kong : 2014.
Korean TV series, 20 episodes in 5 DVDs,
subtitles in Chinese and English.
CHI70543 US$58.80(CA$84.00)

产科男医生 : 8 DVD
Chan ke nan yi sheng (8 DVD)
by Xiaolu Li
Guangzhou : 2014.
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大藥坊 : 6 DVD
Da yao fang (6 DVD)
by Jiaxin Zhong
S. San Francisco : 2014.
Medical drama, originally broadcast in Hong Kong
as a TV series by TVB in 2014. In Chinese
(Cantonese or Mandarin); optional subtitles in
traditional Chinese or simplified Chinese. All
regions; NTSC; full screen. 6 DVD, 30 episodes.
CHI70986 US$31.50(CA$45.00)

February 2015

一見不钟情：8 DVD
Yi jian bu zhong qing (8 DVD)
by Chenglin Yang
Guangzhou shi : 2014.
Heavily influenced by her parents' long and
loving marriage, Luo Luo is a hopeless romantic,
which is perfect for her line of work, as she
will stop at nothing to give her clients perfect
weddings. On the other end of the spectrum,
there's Lu Zhe Xi, who witnessed his mother's
unhappy marriage growing up and thus believes in
a rational, measured approach to love. He
believes that real love must be able to stand
the test of time and multiple obstacles, and
works as an internet love adviser who sets up
hurdles for couples to try to scale. In other
words, he's essentially a break-up adviser. Luo
Luo and Zhe Xi crash into each other's lives
when they end up working with the same couple
for opposite reasons. They quickly take a
dislike to one another, but love springs from
the most unexpected places, even amidst constant
bickering. Dialog in Mandarin with subtitle in
Simplified Chinese. 27 episodes on 8 DVDs. NTSC
format. Region ALL.
ISBN: 9787798400168
CHI71056 US$56.00(CA$80.00)

我們的天空 : 2 DVD
Wo men de tian kong (2 DVD)
by Yang Yu
S. San Francisco : 2014.
Medical drama, originally broadcast in Hong Kong
as a TV series by TVB in 2014. In Chinese
(Cantonese or Mandarin); optional subtitles in
traditional Chinese or simplified Chinese. All
regions; NTSC; full screen. 2 DVD, 12 episodes.
CHI70987 US$16.80(CA$24.00)
寒山潛龍 : 6 DVD
Han shan qian long (6 DVD)
by Guoming Ma
S. San Francisco : 2014.
Historical drama, originally broadcast in Hong
Kong. In Chinese (Cantonese or Mandarin);
optional subtitles in traditional Chinese or
English. All regions; NTSC; full screen. 6 DVD,
30 episodes.
CHI70988 US$31.50(CA$45.00)

风中奇缘 : 7 DVD
Feng zhong qi yuan (7 DVD)
by Shishi Liu
Guangzhou shi : 2014.
Based on Tong Hua's historical romance novel Da
Mo Yao, 2014's Sound of the Desert is a
sprawling romantic epic set in the deserts of
China, where the political machinations of
various factions in the capital play out. Dialog
in Mandarin with subtitle in Simplified Chinese
characters. 35 episodes on 7 DVDs. NTSC format.
Region ALL.
ISBN: 9787798999075
CHI71057 US$56.00(CA$80.00)

忠奸人 : 6 DVD
Zhong jian ren (6 DVD)
by Jin`an Guo
S. San Francisco : 2014.
Hong Kong TV series about social justice. In
Chinese (Cantonese or Mandarin); optional
subtitles in traditional Chinese or English. All
regions; NTSC; full screen. 6 DVD, 30 episodes.
CHI70989 US$31.50(CA$45.00)
載得有情人: 4 DVD
Zai de you qing ren (4 DVD)
by Yaoxiang Li
S. San Francisco : 2014.
Hong Kong TV series. In Chinese (Cantonese);
optional subtitles in traditional Chinese or
English. All regions; NTSC; full screen. 4 DVD,
20 episodes.
CHI70990 US$24.50(CA$35.00)
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